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Delegates Arriving For

.^,-

14

Conference Tonight

March Gras ThemeRules Popular Play Now Music Courses For Alpha Sigma Nu
Casted; Is Ready
College
Newest
Tonight at Junior Mixer For Production Summer Named Men's Honorary

Editors, Presidents
Convene at College

Seattle Colelge will act as host
for the convention of the Northwest Association of Catholic Colleges to be held in Seattle Feb. 3.
Delegates representing the colleges
Plans for a Jesuit Honor So- will meet to discuss the problems
ciety were announced by Father of student body government. The
Corkery, S. J. This society is to Editors of the Student publications
honor students who have distin- will also meet to discuss their
guished themselves in service, loy- problems. The colleges represented
alty, and scholarship to theirschool. will be Gonzaga, Mt. Angel ColThrough this honorary society will lege, Holy Names College, Unicome an alumni, who will under- versity o f Portland, Marylhurst,
stand, and appreciate the ideals of St. Martins, Seattle College, and

Father Reidy, S.J., announced
this week a tentative schedule of
"The type of play and the in- music courses for the summer sesterest shown in it by the student sion which are:
,Harmony, intermediate and adbody in general promises this to vanced, five credits.
be the best play put on by the
Composition, elementary, five
college in many yearß," said Miss credits.
1 Liturgical
The circulation drive for the
Music (Designed espeMcDonell when interviewed at the
Aegis shifts into high today with The festive and colorful hos- initial turnout of the Drama Guild cially for choir directors), three
the start of the "Selling Slogan pitality of "Dixieland" will again
credits.
or the Aegis." Contest blanks be revived at the "Mardi Gras." winter quarter production.
Introduction to Gregorian Chant, a Jesuit education, and impress Great Falls.
A group of 28 drama minded two credits.
will be distributed at the Student This Junior dance, to be held at
The meeting will last through
their ideals upon their fellow men.
body meeting.
students turned out Tuesday at 2 . Master Class for piano teachers,
the day and has been divided into
Honorary Society
Knights
the
of
Coliimbus
Hall
toBill Kelly, Bill Miller, and Anne
o'clock and Wednesday the allot- five credits.
The Alpha Sigma Nu is an hon- two sessions, a morning and afterMcKinnon will act as judges and night, has the spectacular Mardi ment of the 17 parts
Master Class for violin teachers, orary society, because no student noon session. The morning session
announcwas
heir decision is final. The prize Gras of the Old South for it s
five credits.
will be able to qualify for schol- will be divided into two sections,
ed. As has been stated in last
or the best slogan turned in by theme.
Modern Orchestral Literature, arship unless he has at all times, one for the presidents and the
student will be a copy of the
the South, the Mardi Gras is ■weeks Spectator, "You Can't two credits.
during college years acquired a other for the editors.
940 Aegis. More details will be In
Take It With You", sensational
Illustrated Study of the Great ranking in the upper 25% of his
Topics Interesting
Tuesday,
day
the last
given at the Student body meet- on Shrouve
At the editors meeting the folBroadway stage play, and equally Operas, two credits.
class grade standing. Student memof festivity before the beginning
ing.
bers may choose some eligible stu- lowing problems will be discussed.
movie, is to be the proAklin To Teach
of Lent. During the day there are popuular
Aklin,
graduate
Mr. Walter
a
of dents, of course the Dean may Gonzaga-Editorials, Columns by
parades with beautiful floats, bands duction.
nominate others in lieu of those Don Dirstine. U. of PortlandZurich,
the
of
in
Conservatory
parts
| Switzerland
and confetti. At night there is Among: the most familiar
majored in that have been certified to him, Sports and Features-Russell Hays,
—
where
he
dancing and gaiety because on the alloted were Barbara Fallon as piano
taught the Master class, also the names of the nominees Mt. Angel-Staff Organization
—
and
Ivo Bauman; Marylhurst How a
following day the period of pen- IPenny; the absent minded play- composed primarily
for music must be submitted to the Pres- Catholic
College can publish a repance begins. This is a fitting theme writing mother, Ad Smith as Mar- teachers. This class wil include:
ident of the school for final apresentative
Catholic Student pafor the last dance before Lent and tin, the freethinking grandfather Modern and practical approach proval.
—
per Helen O'Meara; Seattle Colan excellent opportunity for fun and Bob Irvine as Boris, the Rus- to piano pedagogy.
Alpha
aims
of
the
present
The
— Closer ties between College
and frolic.
sian Ballet master who doesn't
Discussion of successful methods Sigma Nu is to have a Chapter lges— Gregor MacGregor;
Woody's
Sid
Orchestra
like the Monte Carlo ballet.
of the society in every Jesuit Col— General problems. Great
for beginners.
Falls
Sid Woody's orchestra, favorite
xylolege
University
flies,
snakes
and
and
in
the
U.
S.
A.
"Live
Discussion of general technical
At the Presidents meeting each
of the students will play for the phones and firecrackers, all add to material, culminating with the Al- Plans have been made at Boston
China becomes the scene of an dancing. The orchestra is back by
interest," con- berto Johas Master School.
College, Boston, Mass., Creighton president will speak on their resthe
excitement
and
jpective schools construction.— The
international crisis this week with popular request after the splendid cluded Miss McDonell.
Study of old or "Stuttgarter," U., Omaha, Neb., Fordham U., presidents
Ed
the Japanese taking reprisals music they played at the Mistleare: Gonzaga
follows:
many
The complete cast is as
others. Plans
atnd modern styles of technique. New York and
Homeshen; Marylhurst,
Helen
against the British and with the toe Dance and the Gavel Club Mixto
Austin,
—
Phil
Joe
'will
b«
made
have
an
alumni
Eberharter,
Proper
Joe
I
selection
and
elimination
John
Lightner; U. of Portland
men of the Rising Sun in a posi- er. They will again play music Deignan, Ad Smith, Anne McKintff Etude material, from first year.'club in every locality with eight Shaw; Holy Names — Anne Philtion to humble those of the Lion. "As You Like It."
Terhar,
By
petitions
—
for
non, Joe McMurray, Jack
Etudes to the Chopin and Lizst or more members.
lips; Mt. Angel Joseph Thomas.
Perhaps Britain will think twice Chairman, Al Plachta and CoBob Irvine, Bill Miller, Mary Bu- Etudes and Schumann Symphonic j admission, new chapters to Alpha
to
the
again
slap
she
tries
Open Form
before
chairmen, Betty Germer and Vir- chanan, Jim Christensen, Bob Bor- 1:uules.
Sigma Nu will be granted.
Japanese in the face by invading ginia Gemmill announced that the rows,
The
afternoon
session will be a
Charles Zeyen and Elinor iTeaching psychology and discus- Representative To Be Named
her neutral rights. It wasn't worth general committee includes the en- Beechinor.
joint meeting of President and
granted
of
Taken
for
that
the
practice
beneficial
schedsion
twenty-one or so German passen- tire Junior class. Each member of
ules conforming with the modern Board of Directors will grant a Editors and will be an open forum.
gers.
Morning session will be closed
job
apthe
class
has
a
definite
approach. Individual treatment of charter, the president of the uni* * *
> portioned
i.n(lel and Bach, extending from versity or college is there asked to public at the College Building.
him.
r
J
An aniit-T)f-tiry9tfcfy»h**«««-tbei
A great deal of mystery and susfl/st year Trfelulies aiid' jf-ieces ■ u> to appoint the Jesuit Faculty Rep- IAfternoon sessions open to SpecStaff, K." C. Hall.
"Mardi Gras" if there is a "Mardi
the well-tempered Clavichord, Toc- resentative. The initiation is set
pense surrounds this dance, but
will begin arriving
Delegates
Gras." It is rumored that among the chairmen have admitted that
catas and Fugues, Chaconne, Chro- and the names of the charter mem- Friday morning and will continue
the surprises promised are a for- I
to
the
bers
are
submitted
the
National
Phantasy
Fugue,
gay
will be
decorations bematic
and
and
throughout the night and
tune teller and a display of S. C. there
concert transcriptions of Bach- Secretary. A complete list with de- to arrive
fitting the theme of the dance.
morning.
early
Saturday
talent in renditions reminiscent of They
Lizst, and Bach-Busoni, emphasiz- tails of the student is then sent
have hinted that there will
In the evening there will be a
the Southland but what is RuRadio
College
The
Seatle
Proteam
is
made
importance
to
the
of
correct
and
in.
The
installation
give
inklings
ing
Followmor, Will the ghosts of another be a fortune teller
gram will be heard again overKOL authoritative editions, with contra- up of national officers, alumni or banquet for the delegates.
will
the
the
ing
banquet
guests
day breathe secrets of the golden of what the Fates have in store. at 3:30 this afternoon. The theme puntal
analysis and discussion of members of an active college chap- dance at
is also hinted that there will
Ballroom
of
Spanish
the
or the bloody past into our ears? It vocal,
proter depending on the location of
form.
instrumental and vocal of this, the College's fourth
the Olympic Hotel.
The answer can be found only at be
will
be
the
Associated
Wogram,
university
college.
the
or
The
Wide Selection
The schedule is as follows:
"Mardi Gras" Let's go! We'll novelties in the typical "southe'n men Students of Seattle College.
1
mannab." In the midst of all the
Study of pieces, from beginners initiation is then made.
9:45
seeing you!
Registration in president's
in
this
Students participating
hints, they have definitely promThe initiationfee to the national office.
amateurs, but to concert stage; original classics
are
mostly
program
$10.00.
The initiation fee
10:15 First Conference.
Perhaps Browder was guilty, ised all kinds of surprises and a through their combined efforts for first year (Discussion of dis- office is
includes the cast of the key and
Section A: student body presilybe not, at least, he should have good time.
"Seattle College On the Air "is advantage of simplifications and certificate.The nationaloffice pays
or inartistic transcriptions);
poor
Benefits
Junior
Prom
dents.
prison
some
reward
as
a
d
such
the
becoming known outside
Authoritative selection of pre- the cost of the installation team Topic: Constitutions— Form of
■m long before this, but it is too The puropse of the dance is to school.
classical,
romantic, modern and and presents a key to the president student government and student
money
so that the Jud that he got his reward at a raise more
The program will open with a
biggest
works; discussion of of the University and the Faculty problems.
Prom
the
and
ultra-modern
nior
will
be
are
Congratune when he and his cohorts
song by Collins Fives.
transcriptions, and representative. The local chapter
of
SectionB: Editors.
year
arrangements,
best
social'event
the
the down grade. It would have
lations are due Collins for his parphrases; study
of sample les- can add $5.00 or more to the General Topic: Difficulties In
already
un- wonderful singing last week.
en more of a blow to his prestige a fitting climax to an
initiation fee as it sees fit. This editing a college paper.
he had been convicted of pass- equaled year at Seattle College. A dialogue between a boy and sons.
fee
is used to cover the cost of
of
Interpretation
reigns
supreme
in
the
individual12:30 Recess.
festivity
"As
ago.
rt forgery say about a year
a girl in which Winter Informal
* * *
1:00 Lunch.
the Old South before Lent, so it is reviewed will comprise the first ities of the various composers. the banquet, picture in the school
year book and other chapter exin
and
2:30
Joint conference of editors
(Phrasing,
dynamic,
agogic.)
supreme
at
S.
C.
the
reigns
The
rest
of
—
half
of
the
program.
So help us, it's the truth! There
penses. No dues are charged
tonight,"
Analysis
presidents
says
Gras
Al
in
detail
of
the
three
who are asked to
up
Mardi
will
be
and
taken
the 15 minutes
going to be an ice skating party
forms Song Form, members pay a initiation fee pre.pare a discussion of the major
unsold by the Girls' Club. All Plachta, chairman, "with surprises with an interview between the an- fundamental
Form,
Form, only. At present the national of- activities of their institutions.
nter, a year ago, there were galore this dance offers you double nouncer and the president of the Rondospecial and Sonata
with
consideration for har- fice pays the full expense of one
6:00 Recess.
you Girls' Club, Ann McKinnon.
and
value,
you
dance
tonite
itative announcements of an ice
8:00 Banquet followed by dancmonic and contrapuntal basis of the delegate from each chapter to the
at
the
Junior
Prom
a
Seattle
fourth
Collegers
dance
With
—no
skating spree
but no ice.
National convention. With this we ing in the Spanish Ball room.
compositions in question.
the
money.
return
of
For
the
air
comes
your
direct
on
broadcast
skating no spree. It has been
give congratulations to members
a successful Junior Prom
a suc- announcement that listeners will
three years since the College sponand those providing for this laudto
the
station
be asked to write in
sored anything in the line of skat- cessful Mardi Gras!"
the
able Catholic activity.
to
what
their
reaction
telling
ing other than the "roller" type
more
If
want
they
program
is.
Chairmen for this icy feat are
music and less drama or vice versa
Ruth Sifferman and Mary Evelyn
or whatever their suggestions are
Wyberg. You don't have to know
they will be welcomedby the radhow to skate to get in the groove
io staff.
on the blades. Just be a group of
It has been announced by Mr.
The Seattle College Drama Guild
Seattle College students are esgay, young blades and make a
held their first meeting of the
their sug- Starbuck, S.J., Seattle College lito
mail
in
asked
pecially
success of the party there will be
Winter Quarter last Monday night
gestions but all other listeners will brarian that a_ considerable number
more if you really want them,
and
in
Providence Auditorium.
interesting
of
books
reference
wellcome,
also.
Wonderland be
At Wednesday evening's Gavel Committees were chosen for a
watch for the date V details and Now that the Winter
only help the staff material has been added to the Club meeting, the question debated
This
will
not
of
the
we
all
like
thing
past,
is
a
get set for a merry old time via
which is to be held in the
library recently.
was, "Resolved: That men are smokergym
to look back a bit and relive again in arranging the program but
additions
and
C.
sometime this quarter.
Among
the
new
K.
idea
as
them
some
give
* *
that glorious event. Many couples will also
more style conscious than women," Plans were also made for the one
the
is
probably
interesting
most
listening
magic music of Fitz- to how many people are
according to Seattle College act play contest among the local
Accusations of atrocities by the danced to the
the Daily Congressional Record and
simmons and his orchestra last Fri- in.
debaters
women are the more high schools.
irmans in Poland were the topic
daily
which the College will receive
day night. The Crescent Ballroom
style conscious. The Affirmative
of a recent harsh speech delivered
through
courtesy
the
of
Senator
A one act comedy under the diwas upheld by Don Steele and rection
by Winston Churchill. Who knows afford one, ample dancing space,
Homer T. Bone.
of Miss Anne McKinnon
splendid
seating
and
facilities
for
Meeting; In addition to this the following Shelia Davis, who spoke in the was presented. The cast included
they are true or whether
Plans
Sorrento
all. About the hall were sofas
places of Geraldine Gillespie and
lere is a barbarian leading that
non-fiction books were acquired,
Barbara Fallon, Genevieve Osterweary "sat this one
Girls Leave for Weekend Practical
ang of ruffian Nordics. But if where the
Physiological Chemistry, Mary Doherty, while the Negative man, Ed Waite, Phil Austin and
dv don't remember, at least you out."
by Philip B. Hawk, M.S. Phd., and was defended by Ted Mitchell and John Deignan. A social hour folPerfect Time
Plans for the next Sorrento Fireaye read of the "Huns" of the
Olaf Bergeim, M.S. Phd.; Value Stanley Conroy. Don Steele was lowed.
are
Dance,"
his lads lived side, called "The Song
last war who turned out to be just upFitzsimmons and
Distribution, by Lewis H. voted the best speaker, and Helen
■and
to the advance notices with rapidly going forth according to Hanry, Phd.;
like you and I
after the Armistice
Labor Law In Action, Hemstead was student critic. Joe
their "well-man»ered" music and Co-chairman Peggy Lang and by
was signed.
Andrews,
and History McMurray acted as chairman for
John
B.
They
promise
some» » *
excellent and highly amusing nov- Helen Jordan.
States, the evening.
of
United
Labor
in
the
elties. Lou Sauvain and Anne Mc- thing definitely different and fun.
"After-dinner speecher" will be
The Kerry Club of West Seattle innon,
by
John R. Commons.
co-chairmen for the Winter Dancing will be from 8:30 till edited
featured at the next meeting and
for the young Catholics of the
New
Fiction
Books
iobby
of the hotel.
expressedas one, their 11:00 in the
all members are urged to be prespariah are sponsoring a dance this Wonderland
served.
Refreshments *will be
A number of interesting fiction ent as a very interesting meeting
*
coming Saturday in the Holy Ros- heartfelt thanks for the wonderful
spirit of cooperation shown by
books which are now ready for cirexpected.
ary School Auditorium. Good music
Mrs. McHugh, mother
leaving culation are: "The Mortal Storm," is
Gilbert
is
those
on
the
committee
and
the
Miss
Florence
is promised and we hope you'll try student body as a whole for their Saturday morning for her home by Phyllis Bottome; "And Tell of of Good Hope," by David Rome;
of Joan McHugh, studto attend and give this growing
at Chehalis where she will spend Time," by Laura Krey; "White Oak "All This and Heaven Too," by
support.
power
grow
to
Febclub more
dent of Seattle College,
Everyone seemed to enjoy the a pleasant weekend visiting friends Harvest," by M. E. La Roche; Rachel Field; "The Land is Bright,"
price 37 cents.
ruary 3, 8:30
died at Enumclaw last
dance very much and not one per- and the dentist.
"Broome Stayes," by Clemence by Archie Binns; "Yang and Yin,"
—
by
Habart;
Partiat,"
not
his
Norma
Keefe
and
MarAlice
T.
"The
dissenting
Dane;
Yeves,"
by
Sunday, Jan. 28. May
son had a
in
Misses
"American
HarNot much is heard about it
spending the ved Sinclair; "The Chinese, Their by Pearl Buck; "The Father," by
garet
voice
when
asked
how
he
liked
the
Kremmel
are
her soul rest in peace.
ie Pope is making valiant efforts
dance. It is indeed a tribute to the weekend at the latter's home in History and Culture"; "Walk Allen Tote and "There Goes the
(Continued on Page 4)
Humbly," by B. B. Stevens; "Wine Queen," by G. U. Ellis.
South Bend.

Slogan For Aegis
Drive Starting

'Come With The Wind'
To OldSouthern
Novel Festivity

KUMHERA
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—
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On Air Today"
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tator
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S.C. Library Growing;
More Books Added Recent Meeting Shows
Gaveleers "Style

Winter Wonderland
Enjoyed By All As
Social Success

—

Drama Guild Plans
Smoker For This
Quarter At K.C.
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—
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SENIOR MEETS FROSH;
LITTLE LULU LISTENS
Seniors, being people who know and know that they know," are
often given to philosophizing when in the presence of lower classmen.
Bill Miller found himself entangled in the mire of such companionship
the other day and divulged some secrets and whims to a few unheedful objects entitled "ears".
"Just what, Mr. Miller, would you do if you were in my itty bitty
shoes?" piped up one itty bitty Frosh in knee socks.
Mr. Miller crinkled up his blue eyes, pulled down his hat brim, and
rallied quickly as if he were giving advice to the lovelorn.
"I'd hitch my wagon to a star, and if Iever fell off my star-wagon
I'd shake off the dust, catch up and start rowing again."
"
"What do you mean 'wagons and starts' and stuff?" queried 1il Lu.

—

Mr. Miller shoved his hat up, mopped his brow and parried
"Here's what Imean. If Icould start my four years all over again I'd
try to accomplish more than I
have." (May we add here that Bill ha?
a list of activities besides his name that would knock your eyes out.
He became famous practically over night when he cornered the ad
market for the '39 Aegis. He has been president of his class, chairof a Christmas Basket Drive, treasurer of the ASSC, a member of the
Advisory Board, vice-president of the S. C. Ski Club, and a thousand
and one other activities have had his aid and membership.) "Master
your studies and lend your services to the College," he continued.
Any schooling is a waste of time if you don't make use of your books
and activities too."
Lv the Frosh settled back in her seat to hear more, but Bill was
gathering up his typewriter, books and notebooks and getting ready
to dash to a meeting he had just remembered.
"Don't wait for the jobs to come to you, Lv, Seattle College has a
lot to offer and if you get in and pitch you'll have a barrel of fun!"

GUFF

By

—

PETT

People are forever retiring things things dear to the
hearts of other people. And so it is that we hold back a
tear to tell you that the Madison Cable-Cars will, in a few
short months, be laid to rest in some vehicular HappyHunting-Grounds. No more will happy S.C. students fight
their way in and out of these strange cars; no more will
class lectures be interrupted by these cars as they cross
Broadway; no more will unknowing students be saved from
squiring professors as the cable-cars rattle by.
But no! we say. Take not them all away. If you must
change the system, at least leave us a few cars as remembrances.
We suggest that the Padre of the Pastures buy several
of the abandoned cars, remove the wheels and establish
them on the corner yonder sunken gardens. If they were
placed end to end and the resulting partitions removed,
we would have the facilities for a very efficient cafeteria.
Or they could be piled one on top of the other until they
were ten or twelve stories high. We would then have an
elegant "Temple of Learning" or "Transportation Hall."

" " "
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In the midst of our spring weather last Monday we began
to feel dizzy and finally lost consciousness. When we came
It's All Yours, College
to we were in the midst of a spring style show in the womIn your name, President Ad Smith has invited repen's section of a.downtown department store.
resentatives of all the Catholic colleges in the Pacific
Really, girls, it was wonderful! This spring the rage is
red, Federal white, and Federal blue. We liked the
conFederal
important
for
an
College
Northwest to Seattle
By MAURICE O'BRIEN
By
TOM
DONOHOE
red
and
blue but the white looked like last year's white to
ference of presidents and editors. Some of the colAccording
us.
to the commentator, stylists have the perPresident Roosevelt
leges are coming distancs of six- to eight-hundred
Last week I had an interview
of
national
government to use these colors.
mission
the
Asks Aid From All
! with one of the foremost members
miles. President Smith is to be commended for his
being
Accessories
are
worn
in Federal colors, too. Purses
of the younger set at the Casey
In 'March Of Dimes' Hall.
untiring efforts in this respect. We have seen Mr.
The greatest percentage of are U-shapped this year so that they fit under the arm
thoseconnected with athletics know easier. It doesn't matter that they can't hold anything
Smith struggle on this task in the hope of getting All of us have favorites and him
as one interested in the welthe California colleges to attend, and he was thwarted prejudices in political regimes and fare of the Columbian Squires, as larger than a well worn dollar bill. Evening gowns come
[ circles with which we cast our
as the continued* progress of with pockets, now. Optional at slight extra cost are gasonly by the great distance. Every California school sympathies in every political issue.Iwell
our younger boys just turning fif- masks to fit in the pockets. Until war-time they can be
We recognize the right for an in- Iteen.
answered Smith's inquiries most heartily, and all re- dividual
used for spare lunches.
to choose his political afPat Carroll, the subject of this
gretted that they would be unable to come. They filiations in this country and to column,
Bat best of all, we like the new day-time jewelry. To
is probably more in de|
choose
and
vote
for
or
against
everyprovide
the
a topic for conversation, the "silent" female can
any
young
given
to
mand than
man in
promised close observation would be
measures that appeal to him. None field of Catholic sports. He is ever wear a locket suspended from her dress front. In the
thing that transpird here tomorrow.
of us are coerced to vote yes or no on hand to lend his services to aid
plebiscites forced upon us by the development of clean sports in locket can be placed two pictures. Honestly, tho, we've
in
As to the Conference itself, it may easily be called dictators.
All of these privileges and about the vicinity of our Cath- yet to see the female that,lacked conversational topics.
the turning point in inter-collegiate relations for lead us to become quite attached to olic grade and high schools.
Yes, indeed; "Spring has sprung."
VOL. VIII

THE STUDENT
OBSERVER

BOTH
BARRELS

party or the other and to upA product of the Jesuit school on
Seattle College. The outside publicity which will be one
hold some individual representing
Miller Street, Pat has come up
party.
that
to
opIt also leads the
derived from the affair is incalculable. There remains posite
through the ranks to earn his place
and that is to condemn any of respect among all classes. As
only one undetermined factor. That factor is you
one representing another party re- an athlete, with special emphasis
of which party hi in power*
the students of S. C. If you regard the Conference as vsardless
on baseball, there are few that can
These are a few of the many equal
By Margaret Scheubert
He is called upon
something for the betterment of the College, it can- privileges enjoyed by a democracy to his merit.
in more amateur tusofficiate
we have in the United States, sels than a goodly portion of us
not but be highly successful in every respect. And if like
At the same time we must recog- have actually taken in, in our day.
Books supplied through through courtesy of the Guild Bookshop.
you so regard it, you will come to some of the meetings nize that some measures proposed
A
few weeks ago Ireviewed Francis Clement Kelley's autobiography
All
leads
up
this
to
the
fact
that
—
jy men and parties that WE DON'T
Bishop Jots It Down." Today's review will be given over to
"The
tomorrow and show your complete approbation. No favor
qualstill transcend prejudices and our friend Pat is more than
another
book by the same author.
in
out
fitting
anexpert
ified
to
be
meet is interesting if only a handful of people are Imust be given credence by all.
i
leagues
different
and
schools
n
"Problem Island" has a rather startling theme for a modern novel
"March of Dimes"
present, and this Conference is no exception. The Iam referring to social measures sporting goods. He opened up shop but not an unexpected one from the pen of a Bishop. Put one way,
affect us as a country officially yesterday, and is expect- it would read: Could there %be a people on the face of the earth who
best way to advance Seattle College at vhis particular thatinnot only
but the long run touch all of us. ing a slice of the Catholic trade did not, naturally and without instruction, know of the existence of
stage of the game is to show the delegates of the other Such a measure is now being he so untiringly helped to build up. a creative and protecting Providence? Phrased in such a way, howto our attention by every
ever, the chances of this theme tempting the average college student
schools that you are heart and soul behind your brought
(Continued on Page 4.)
—
means of communication in the naare practically nil. Try it —this way: The year 1906, the place an
school. We know that your participation in the many tion that mentions the "MARCH
island off the Pacific coast which all adds up to that famous earthOF DIMES." True we use the
quake you'vre read about. McLean, a rich man, near the island at this
activities here proves that, but the outsiders do not; President's
birthday as an excuse
time assumes the responsbility of those children orphaned by the
if we want them to go back singing our praises, we to make this collection and it was
disaster.
the President that started this
must do praiseworthy things.
In the midst of all this suffering McLean is told, "There can be
move but still it is one that needs
Jack Ryan
no
everyone's
support
is
God. If there were a God such things would not be permitted to
regardless
mere
at
Conference
of
More than
attendance
the
policy or party.
happen." Then and there the stubborn old Scotchman decides to prove
to be hoped for, however. There will be many college For many years this country Once again we say "hello" and his theory. He adopts the orphans, gives them a beautiful home on
with an excessive number we hope to enjoy this half of the what he now calls Problem Island, and provides them with the best
students who are new to Seattle and its environs. The suffered
of cases of polyomalitis. In fact column as much as the censor en- teachers. He does not, however, let them contact the outside world.
hospitable thing to do is to show those delegates how this country up until four years joyed the other half.
They are taught all subjects in lecture form which simplifies the
had over 60 per cent of all the
#
Be friendly; be cor- ago
task of the teachers in omitting all references to a God or religion of
true Seattle spirit functions
cases in the world that were on
When we walked in to give him nny kind.
go
then,
representatives
back record. This malady formerly the column this week he shouted, A time limit of twenty years is decided upon. At
dial; and
when those
the end of that
claimed many victims and those "Greetings, Gate. Let's amputate!"
reports
their
of
Seattle
respective
schools,
to their
that it didn't claim were left hope- ( Having disposed of that bum joke, time the experiment will either prove or disprove McLean's theory.
Is the knowledge of a Creator, or First Cause, imbedded in the very
cripples or invalids. For many
College, its students, and its spirit, will be all that we less
let's get clown to business.)
nature of men ? "Problem Island" is a fascinating novel and supplies
years the medical world worked on
*
*
♥
That way, and that way alone, will it and in the past decade methods
can ask for
a very interesting answer to this question.
of relieving it and preventing it THINGS INEVER KNEW T'lL
the College benefit by the hard work of your pres- have
(And Wish IDidn't):
been discovered and those NOW
The little man who wasn't there
ident.
methods are now being applied as keeps
i
his auto in a two-car mirage.
far as possible.
John
L. Lewis, CIO chieftain,
We Are Giving Up
Infantile Paralysis Clinics
Nearly all the larger cities now insists on having a picket fence
Next Wednesday marks the start of the great have a clinic to coniDat this dread around his house.
Frequent drinking of water will
penitential season of Holy Mother Church, and even disease and with the assistance of stop
one from getting stiff in the
While Iwas sitting in the library the other day about six people
these
clinics
the
being
disease
is
now there is a remarkable buzzing in the College cut down more every year. Both joints. (Trouble is, some of the walked up to me, with sarcastic remarks like, "What are you doing
joints don't serve water.)
—
* » *
here?" and "What are you doing waiting for somebody?" Just
and the
halls as to what sundry students are giving up for the effects of the disease
being cut down
number of cases
for that I'm turning scoop artist with a vengeance. Here we go:
Daffynitions:
Lent. Whenever Lent rolls around, we are reminded and thus saving are
—
lives, physical imStagnation a country for men
Maxanna Keene cornering everybody to tell them about "Hector"
deformities and expenses only.
of the story concerning George M. Cohan. When pairment,
—
to all of us, victims or potential
Kay Finn praisHill
Haines with the same old stock of silly gags
Humorist A guy who has a good
quizzed by Father John Feeney, S.J., as to what he victims.
.Bob Simmons, class of '39, returning unexpectedly
memory and hopes you haven't. ing "Soc" class
the governmentplays Santa IExcess — That popular guy everywas giving up for Lent, the already-legendary Mr. True to
People loving to sit by the radio and listen to
from New York
many social movements I
Claus
one —drinks to.
up."
at
microphone
Father,
just
giving
"This
I'm
themselves
the
Other people thinking they saw
perhaps
replied,
year,
and
will
do
to
Cohan
so
more as Sweet What you
do when you liili'aloes and continuing to search for plaid cows
time
yet
goes
on.
As
there
are
Two more
generaIt is often asked how many of the modern
work —hard.
some social reforms needed that
people mistaking Summit Avenue for Central Park
Hosiery
Spraying
apparatus.
Tom
tion really observe the holy season of Lent—a large are obvious to all of us and no ILyre— A musical instrument. (We rushing- toward st-hool with a grim look on his "puss" andAnderson
a black
provision is made to carry
\ fooled you didn't
majority, probably. It is our personal belief that the out, such is the war againstthem
* * *we?)
puss in his arms (we're still wondering if you were taking him to the
In—
younger generation of 1940 are much more spirit- fantile Paralysis. I am certain Confucius (with a black eye) Anatomy Lab, Tom.)
"No Shirt No Shave Week" putting ideas
—
nil one can find a true reason
that
—
"She was only a barber's in the gals' heads ("No Curlers No Make-up Week" coming right
ually-minded than their confreres of ten years ago. why this campaign should not be says
Idaughter, but *she*sure
* clipped me." up)
carried
a
yet
j
on
and
it
seems
that
Tom Donohoe takin' a beatin' for being too moral
Al BenPractically every S. C. student sacrifices something
—
number of people object to it ,
secret
holding
(You
him)
having
noil
out
with
a
ask
Pinochle
its
Notes Wish that Pot of Cold
those simply becattM of political senti- j program
in remembrance of Our Lord's suffering
would x» off the air so fling at S.C. (Hud Staake and Ted Mitchell leading right now)
do not usually feel like objects that live under ment.
we could take our phone back out.
Health Above Party Sentiment Heard in the Logic class, "I haven't "lonic equilibrium" of Greek columns becoming unequilibrious
its
I1 would seem to me that when
rocks. If you have not yet thought of Lent and
Gertrude Gardner waiting for the
had so mud) X" OVOT my head siiue Ann Smith detesting gOMlp
comes to a movement such us
1 saw the Akron pass." So lung, rain to .^top- (Optimist)
Betty Saltfet practically running up
significance, think for just a moment, and then de- itrighting
INFANTILE PARALY- and remember--a bird in the liainl
what you ore 'going to give up.'—You'll feel the SIS, or uny disease that militates is bad table nian.TS." (let It? ( Kd.'s Madi>».ii itreet "Troodle" Triidclle In ■dither over moving day ,
Everybody drinking coffee at Pat's. Me too 'bye now Doris.
note Who wants it?)
(Continued on Page 4)
?r for it, and added grace will be yours.
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SPORTS

Chieftain Chatter

TID-BITS

Classes Skiers Staying Chieftans Lose
Meet Y.M.C.A. St Shuksan OnIn Close Game
Swimming

First Overnight To

Rangers

Badminaton Team
Takes First Defeat

Office Announces
Summer Schedule

Man of the Week

SAM'S FLOWER
SHOP
"Best in Corsages"
714 PIKE ST.

Sodalists Will Meet At
Providence Hospital

TEN--O--FOUR
MADISON
Barber Shop and
Beauty Parlor
Appointment
By Telephone

I Seattle College Junior Class
II MARDI GRAS
presents their

k

TONIGHT

i

Sid Woody's Orchestra

K. C. HALL

25 cents

—

<
j

\

i

—

PAT'S BARBECUE

Breakfast Lunches Dinner
P. J. Gallagher
EA. 2280
1118 12th Ave.

NORM BOBROW

Presents

<

fMarneHoteli

►

... METROPOLITAN THEATRE

CONCERT
—
1 SWING
—
Palmer Johnson Sextet Gay Jones Orchestra
Tickets Shermun-Clay, Metropolitan
I'.M.— 87c, Me, Me, 37c
Sunday, Feb. 4, I

ELiot 1004

Room and Board i
Board Only

£

SHOWERS AND DATH

►

1120 Broadway

i
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CONSTITUTION of ASSOCIATED signers. The secretary shall pre- least seven days prior to the elecMore Tid-Bits
KUMHERA
STUDENTS OF SEATTLE
sent the amendmentand the names tion.
COLLEGE
of hte signers to the Association
(2- There shall be at all times
(Continued from Page 3.)
and KELLY
We, the students of Seattle Col- at the next succeeding regular one inspector, one ballot distribulege, in order to provide an organ- meeting of the Association.
appointed
by
of the master maskmen of
tor, and one clerk, all
(Continued from Page 2)
ization for the control of matters
(2) Notice of the meeting, with the' Advisory Board, present at the the game. If Gilly didn't have
of general student concern, do or- a full statement of the amendment polls.
(Continued from Page 1.)
against the common well-being to
dain and establish the following and the names of the signers shall
(3) The clerk shall keep an of- to throw he could cut off that to settle some serious questions in such an extent as this plague, that
and
by-laws.
constitution
be posted not less than seven days ficial poll book- containing the right hand. Joe has the stuff
Hungary and Rumania and thus everyone should forget politics and
(Continued from last week.)
previous to the meeting.
names of all eligible voters, which
parties and do their utmost to re111
arm,
ARTICLE
a settle the Balkan area for a while lieve
(3) Voting shall be by ballot and must be certified by the registrar to make good a rifle
the situation. Does not life
Elections
—
a favorable vote of two-thirds of of the College. No one shall be altutoring in spite of the efforts of both war- and health for all transcend the
Section 1. The president, vice- those voting shall be necessary for lowed to vote whose name does not big bat under the
ring parties on the Western Front party sentiment? Doesn't physical
president, secretary, treasurer, ser- the adoption of the amendment.
appear on the certified list, or of Gilly he should develop into stir up trouble in that sector. well-being for a great number of
geant-at-arms, and other members
(4) Amendments shall take ef- who cannot otherwise identify him- to a smart catcher.
people meanmore than prejudices?
of the Advisory Board shall be fect immediately upon passage by self as an eligible voter.
It seeni9 that Britain controls some
sickness and death mean no
Friday
second
in
elected on the
the required vote.
oil companies and Rumania is the If to
(4) A specially prepared ballot
more
us than the upholding of
The Old College Try
May and shall hold office for one
(B) Upon adoption of an amend- shall be given each voter by the
suponly source of the German oil
a party prejudice then we are not
year. Nominations for these of- ment to the constitution in accord- 'ballot distributor, and the ballot Substitutes for Experience ply.
Seems that maybe Rumania worthy to be citizens enjoying the
fices shall be made at an Associ- ance with the provisions of this shall be received from no other
boys
Here's
ina
toast
to
Friday
might
be another Poland with many privileges of this democracy.
ation meeting on the first
article, the secretary shall add it source.
in May. The faculty moderator of to the constitution under the head (5) The ballot form shall be that experienced in College ball Russia and Germany taking their So Iurge all of you to do all in
your power to advancethe MARCH
the Association shall be appointed of an amendment, stating date of of the Australian ballot.
who played the Rangers off slices; or another Austria; as far OF DIMES." Let us all work toby the president of the College.
passage, and the names of the orig(6) Where there are two or more their feet to Bill Hendry as that goes, she could even be- gether
on such things and rid this
Section 2. The officers enumer- inal signers.
to be elected, and the voter casts
come another India, at least in an country of such scourges as InODea;
Article
Harris
of
of
this
and
Dick
ated in Section 1
Section 2. Any act of an officer, his vote for less than the number
economic sense.
fantile Paralysis.
♥ ♥
shall assume their duties at the committee, or organization existing to be elected, that portion only of Don Roble and Herb Sudfirst meeting following their elec- under this constitution may be re- his ballot shall be void.
play
"You
meir of Marquett, Yakima; Tryouts for the
tion.
pealed or amended by a two-thirds (7) No electioneering shall be
Can't Take It With You" were enSeattle;
Berridge
Board
Bill
of
West
Section 8. The Judicial
majority vote of the members pres- conducted within an area around
thusiastically received the girls
members shall be appointed by the ent at any meeting of the As- the polls to be decided by the in- Ed Waite, Wally Mackay, turned out in droves. The boys in
(Continued from Page 2)
Advisory Board within the first sociation.
spector.
Ray Sneeringer and Dave a somewhat smaller herd all seekmonth of the fall quarter.
BY-LAWS
coveted parts of this pop- Among the moreprominent mem(8) When a voter has cast his balSeattle Prep. Only ing the
Section 4. All elections shall be
ARTICLE I
lot, he must sign the poll book to Dunton of
ular production
It's the best bers of his staff are Joe McNamee,
conducted by the Advisory Board
certify that he has cast his ballot. Waite and Dunton were sub thing the College has seen in the student at our institute here on
Rules of Order
in accordance with the rules pro- Section 1. Robert's Rules of Or(9) The ballots shall be counted members of last year's squad. line of dramatics in a couple of old Broadway, and the sensational
vided in the by-laws.
der shall govern the Association in by the election officials in the pres- All deserve a world of credit blue moons, so now we really have outfielder for the Rainier Ball
Section 5. No student who has all cases where they are applicable ence of the Advisory Board as
something to look forward to. Club, Edo Vanni. With such names
not been an active member of the and in which they are not incon- soon as the polls are closed, and for their showing.
Well, here we
close to home. as these Mr. Carroll can't possibly
* are
♥ ♥
Association during at least two sistent with the constitution o r the results shall be posted as soon
go wrong. Along with his own
quarters preceding an election is other by-laws of this Association. as the counting is completed.
Harry Bridges sees fit to attempt wide scope of friends throughout
eligible to receive an elective office
ARTICLE II
to take a short-cut to American Seattle and the state his success is
(10) A plurality of votes shall be
Of College citizenship
at that election.
Activities
by pleading he is mar- only a matter of a short time.
sufficient to elect officers of this
Married, December 30 ried to an American and shouldn't This columnist wishes Mr. Pat
Section 6. No student shall hold Section l.The Association shall Association.
two elective offices in this Associ- have control of such activities as Section 2. Members of the Juhave to wait two whole years for Carroll and his associates at the
properly come under its jurisdic- dicial Board shall be selected by
ation simultaneously.
Bob Smith, a former president final papers. The spirit of the law Medical Arts Bldg. all the success
ARTICLE IV
the Advisory Board according to of the student body, and Miss might be taken to mean that only that* can befall those who have
tion.
Dues
Section 2. A paper to be known the following process:
Margaret Peabody, also a graduate those who are interested in Amer- "carried the torch" for Catholic
Section 1. The dues of the indi- as the Seattle College Spectator
(1) Two weeks following the of Seattle College were married at ica should be citizins. He has had sports in Seattle and her neighborvidual membersof this Association shall be published by the Associa- commencement of the fall quarter St. Joseph's by Father Corkery, plenty of chances before. Why the ing cities. Isincerely hope that all
shall be determined by the faculty tion.
a notice shall be placed on the president of the College, on De- rush, Is it fear of more deportation leagues will get behind "one of
of Seattle College and shall be The editor-in-chief and business College bulletin board stating that cember 30.
attempts, or merely the thought of their own." and show that we are
payable on the date of registration. manager shall be elected by the written examinations for positions
a draft to serve his native Aus- appreciative of the outstanding
by your friend
The fund thus raised shall be su- Spectator staff at the conclusion on the JudicialBoard will be given
tralia?
services performed
* * ♥
— Pat Carroll.
pervised by the faculty.
and mine
of the spring quarter, and shall as- one week later at a specified time and shall supercede any previous
*
♥
Delegates for the Presidents' and
Section 2. Each student on com- sume office with the first issue of and place.
constitution and by-laws of the
pleting his registration shall be is- the fall quarter. Each shall b c
Editors' conference startedarriving
To The Point
(2) The subject matter of such Association
sued his Association card, which 'chosen from a group of not less examination shall be such as to de- Section 2. This constitution shall early this morning and will keep The boys from St. Martin's didn't
card will signify his membership than three nor more than five can- termine the applicant's knowledge become effective immediately upon coming until tomorrow morning. consider S. C. such a "snap" after
z Their day will be full tomorrow and all
in the Association. (Registratoin didates nominatedby the Spectator of this constitution and by-laws. adoption, except:
Lent comes next week ac(1) Article 3, Section 1, of the will be made even fuller by the cording to the calendar. Daily
shall be considered complete when moderator. Each shall select his It shall be prepared secretly by
a student is admitted to class and own staff and shall hold his po- the remaining members of the Ju- by-laws, in which the phrase "Ex- grand climax of attending the Mass for some, abstaining from
his class cards are given his in- sition for the period of one scho- dicial Board and the actual ex- ecutive Committee" shall be insert- Chancellor Club Dance tomorrow the theatre and Chesterfields for
structors).
lastic year. A special election may amination shall be supervised by ed wherever the phrase "Advisory night. This is the first such con- others and, what about YOU
Section 3. A savings account, re- be held whenever a vacancy occurs a member of the Advisory Board Board" now appears. (This clause ference that the coast has seen For real comedy watch "Mike"
quiring the joint signatures of the in either of these two positions. appointed by the chairman of the shall become obsolete immediately the Schools have started one now Hunt on the basketball court. And
president, treasurer, and modera- Section 3. A yearbook shall be Advisory Board for that purpose. following election of officers for
but we are glad that S.C. can those trunks! Zowie!!
We are
glad to see "You Can't Take It
and shall have
claim the title
of* originator.
tor, for withdrawal, shall be main- published annually,
(3) The examination papers the 1937-1938 term.)
*
*
With You" on the docket for an
tained under the name of the As- its policy determining positions shall be graded by the remaining (2) Article 6, Section 2, subsecof Seattle.
As a parting shot, why don't you early showing at the College. Now
filled in the same manner as pro- members of the Judicial Board. tions 2 and 3, of the by-laws, in
sociated Students money
by
raised
ivided for the Spectator in Section The candidate, or candidates, if which the phrase "committee ap- write some letters so the British it's up to you to get out and
Section 4. The
more than one position is to be pointed by the Advisory Board" can open them and see if you are "plug" it
The surprise of the
special authorization of the As- 2 of this Article.
purARTICLE 111
filled, receiving the highest rating shall be inserted wherever the a German spy, or maybe you season is the announcement by
sociation shall be used for all shall
Elections
shall be appointed by the Advisory phrase "the remaining members of wouldn't like Chamberlain and his Miss Adelphia Zieger from the
poses which the Association
Sections 1. All elections of this Board to the Judicial Board.
the Judicial Board" now appears. gang discovering that choice bit of U. of W. of her coming marriage
deem worthy and necessary.
(This clause shall become obsolete gossip about *Cousin
ARTICLE IV
to our boy here at the College,
Section 5. The treasurer of the Association shall be conducted ac* Penelope. Al
full and cording to the following rules:
Adoption
immediately following establish"I Cover the Waterfront" BenAssociation shall make a financial
detailed statement of the at the (1) The Advisory Board shall- Section 1. The foregoing consti- ment of the Judicial Board in the Something entirely new in the||son. Al confirms the statement by
world of swing will be enacted at! telling this writer that Bill
determine during what hours the tution and by-laws to which this fall quarter, 1927)
condition of the Association
end of each quarter, and copies polls shall remain open, and shall article is appended shall be the Section 3. ,Full faith and credit next Sunday's Swing concert when "Twinkletoes" McClellan and Ted
shall be given to the president of have published in the College pa- supreme documentary instrument shall be accorded all acts perform- Palmer Johnson's band will feature "Quasimodo" Terry are vicing for
the College, the dean, the treasur- per notice of voting hours, and of self-government for the Associ- ed under any previous constitution |a seven piece sextet. That alone the honors of best man
secretaryof the shall have such notice posted at iated Students of Seattle College of this Association.
Maybe!!
| See you next week
should be worth going for
er of the College,
Association, and to the College
paper for publication. The secretary shall file this statement with
the other records of the Associa-
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ARTICLE V
Meetings

Section 1. Regular meetings of
held
this Association shall be
monthly during the scholastic year.
Section 2. Special meetings may
any
be called by the president, by
or
Association,
this
officers
of
two
by twenty-five per cent of the
members of this Association, upon
application to, and with the permission of the dean of the College.
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ARTICLE VI
Vacancies

Section 1. Should a vacancy occur in the office of president, vicepresident, secretary, treasurer, sergeant-at-arms, or on the Advisory
Board, the same shall be filled by
a temporary appointment of t h c
Advisory Board. Within a month
after such appointment the Advisory Board shall declare a special
election governed by the rules provided hereinafter.
Section 2. Similarly, should a
vacancy occur on the Judicial
Board the same shall be filled by
a temporary appointment of the
Advisory Board from among the
unsuccessful candidates at the last
examination, choice to be made in
order of rank. Within a month
after such appointment a special
examination shall be given as provided hereinafter.
ARTICLE VII
Impeachment

Section 1. Any officer of this
Association, elective or appointive,
may be impeached for officialmisconduct, at any meeting of the Association. A two-thirds vote cast
by secret ballot shall be necessary
to remove an officer fromhis position.
ARTICLE VIII
Amendments
Section 1. This constitution may
be amended in the following manner only:
(1) The proposed amendment
shall be signed by at least ten per
cent of the members of this Association and presented to the secretaryin writing by any one of the |
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Thousands thrill with pleasure
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...star performers of the IceFollies.
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What you want in a smoke you GET in
CHESTERFIELD'S RIGHT COMBINATION
of the world's best cigarette tobaccos

1
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These tobaccos, and the Chesterfield way of blending
them, is why Chesterfields SMOKE COOLER...TASTE BETTER
...and are DEFINITELY MILDER than other cigarettes. For
more pleasure, make your next pack Chesterfield.
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